
Massive stars in the galactic context

Their extreme luminosity, high surface 
temperatures, short lives, strong stellar winds, and 
dramatic (and energetic) deaths are some of their 

key features.



Whirlpool Galaxy, Hubble Space Telescope



Orion



Orion Nebula, Hubble Space Telescope



Orion Nebula, Hubble Space Telescope



Carina Nebula, Hubble Space Telescope





Some O stars are “runaways”

zeta Puppis: prototypical O supergiant



Bennett et al., The Cosmic Perspective



Basic properties of massive stars - O stars

mass ~ 50 Msun

luminosity ~ 106 Lsun

surface temperature ~ 45,000 K



Bennett et al., The Cosmic Perspective



eta Carina, HST

explosive/eruptive mass-loss



Crab Nebula, WIYN

~1000 year-old core-collapse supernova remnant





Basic properties of massive stars - O stars

mass ~ 50 Msun

luminosity ~ 106 Lsun

surface temperature ~ 45,000 K



Basic properties of massive stars - O stars

mass ~ 50 Msun

luminosity ~ 106 Lsun

surface temperature ~ 45,000 K

significant momentum 
in the photospheric 

radiation field



Strong, radiation-driven stellar winds are 
a characteristic of massive stars

NGC 6888 Crescent Nebula - Tony Hallas



Radiation-driven O star winds

ζ Pup (O4 supergiant):  M ~ few 10-6 Msun/yr

UV spectrum: C IV 1548, 1551 Å
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Radiation-driven O star winds

ζ Pup (O4 supergiant):  M ~ few 10-6 Msun/yr

UV spectrum: C IV 1548, 1551 Å

v∞ = 2250 km/s



Wind mass-loss rates (M) can be inferred from the 
strength of the absorption component

but, more reliable are 
emission lines such as Hα

photosphere only 
(absorption), no wind

emission from the wind



Radiation driving

L/c = momentum in the (mostly UV) radiation from 
the stellar surface > Mv∞ (wind momentum)

radiation couples to the matter in the wind via 
resonance line scattering

M ~ 10-6 Msun/yr  (108 times the Sun’s value)

kinetic power in the wind = 1/2 Mv∞2 (~10-3 Lbol)







Doppler desaturation





ζ Pup 
(O4 I)

τ Sco 
(B0 V)





numerical simulation (J. Sundqvist) available at astro.swarthmore.edu/presentations/movies/xmbko1.e-2.avi



Numerous shock structures distributed above r ~ 1.5 R★

r ~ 1.5 R★



shocked wind plasma is decelerated back down to the local CAK wind velocity

Vshock ~ 300 km/s :  T ~ 106 K



Shocked plasma is moving at v ~ 1000 km/s



X-ray emission lines should be Doppler broadened



Less than 1% of the wind is emitting X-rays

>99% of the wind is cold and X-ray absorbing



how much plasma and how hot a plasma 
the LDI produces is not settled 

Feldmeier et al. 1997





X-ray imaging?    > 0.5 arc sec, at best (100s of AU)
spectroscopy (R < 1000 corresp. >300 km/s)

Chandra

small effective area (poor sensitivity)
but very low background and very 

well calibrated

response to photons with hν ~ 0.5 keV up 
to a few keV 

(corresp. ~5Å to 24Å)



now for some X-ray data... the same star (tau Sco) 
observed with three different X-ray telescopes

ROSAT 1991 ASCA 1994

Chandra 2001



Chandra grating spectroscopy (R < 1000)

ζ Pup (O4 If)



starfish, in situ, at the Monterey, California Aquarium (photo: D. Cohen)

cool stars hot starsvs.



ζ Pup (O4 If)

Capella (G5 III)

Chandra grating (HETGS/MEG) spectra

5Å 15Å 25Å



Capella (G5 III)

Capella is a nearby, solar-type star

5Å 15Å 25Å



ζ Pup (O4 If)

Capella (G5 III)

emission lines + bremsstrahlung + recombination



ζ Pup (O4 If)

Capella (G5 III)

Chandra grating (HETGS/MEG) spectra

Mg XIMg XII

Ne X Ne IX



ζ Pup (O4 If)

Capella (G5 III)

Temperature sensitivity: H-like/He-like 
is proportional to temperature

Mg XIMg XII



ζ Pup (O4 If)

Capella (G5 III)

typical temperatures T ~ few 106 K 
(late-type stellar coronae tend to be hotter)

Mg XIMg XII



ζ Pup (O4 If)

Capella (G5 III)

but overall spectrum is higher energy 
(harder) in ζ Pup

Mg XIMg XII



ζ Pup (O4 If)

Capella (G5 III)

but overall spectrum is higher energy 
(harder) in ζ Pup

Mg XIMg XII



CNO processed

Solar





One more concept: X-ray emission



Line radiation: collisional excitation followed by 
spontaneous emission

The X-ray photons we see are the photons that cool 
the shock-heated plasma 

strongest lines are H- and He-like of C, N, O, Ne, 
Mg, Si, S  (plus Fe states with more bound electrons)



ζ Pup (O4 If)

Capella (G5 III)

Temperature sensitivity: H-like/He-like 
is proportional to temperature

Mg XIMg XII



ζ Pup (O4 If)

Capella (G5 III)

temperature-dependent ionization is 
from collisional ionization* - radiative 

recombination balance

Mg XIMg XII

*Collisional ionization rates depend on the ionization potential of the 
ion (e.g. going from He-like to H-like requires a certain energy (100s of 
eV for low atomic number elements) and going from H-like to fully 
ionized might require almost twice as much energy).



NASA: TRACE

X-ray emission mechanism is the same on the Sun (though the 
mechanism for producing the hot plasma is different) 



We want to know the temperature distribution in the plasma 
(how much plasma in each temperature bin). There are good 

tools for making these models (e.g.  a code called APEC), largely 
because of decades of work modeling solar X-ray spectra.  

It is the line intensity ratios that contain most of the 
temperature information. Elemental abundances, of course, 

also affect line ratios (except between lines of the same 
element). The vapec model in the spectral fitting software 

XSPEC allows the abundances of many elements to be free 
parameters of the model. 

Absorption of the X-rays by the wind also affects the line 
intensity ratios if the lines are far apart in wavelength (so the 

wind opacity is different for the two lines). Our group has 
developed a code, WINDTABS, that can model this. 



Overall X-ray emission levels



Carina: ESO

Tr 14 in Carina: Chandra 

HD 93129A (O2If*)

The Carina Complex 

The early O 
supergiant is the 
brightest X-ray 
source in the 
Chandra observation 
of the Trumpler 14 
cluster in Carina



All O stars are X-ray sources with Lx ~ 10-7 Lbol



for the O stars we’re studying, we probably don’t have to worry about 
pre-main sequence companions contaminating the X-ray spectra




